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North American Consumers' Thirst Satiated by
Recently Launched Sports Water Bottle
Angela Jones March 10, 2016

Freddie and Sebbie's brand-new stainless-steel drinking bottle smashes targets as it
is awarded a shocking 4.9 star average client rating on the Amazon Marketplace
after just one month...

(Newswire.net -- March 10, 2016) Las Vegas, Nevada -- During the announcement of
Nevada-based accessory brand Freddie and Sebbie's latest product launch, it was
revealed that every one of their 23 family accessories has currently been awarded 4+ stars
by consumers for the quality, effectiveness and customer service provided by the Amazon

store.

Speaking on behalf of the brand, business representative Neil Speight specified: "We created the stainless steel water
bottle, because we noticed a huge space in the market for high quality bottles designed for people on-the-go for under
$10. We were surprised that the market wasn't flooded, but often it's the simple things that get missed. As a result, we
have actually developed a unique item that has actually received over 50 4+ star evaluations in the last month alone."

Their stylish-yet-simple water container is created to keep beverages cold for up to 12 hours at a time, while its
integrated Carabiner securing system makes it ideal for usage on-the-go. The item description on the Amazon
Marketplace has actually also mentioned that its leak-proof design and hard 18/8 stainless-steel exterior is guaranteed
to last a life-time, and that Freddie and Sebbie's no-hassle money-back lifetime assurance is packaged with every
single purchase.

100% of clients have rated this item with a 4+ star evaluation, shooting this item to one of the highest rated in its
category. One Amazon-100 customer, Jewel, said of the product: "If you are trying to find a solid, heavy duty water
bottle, then this is the ideal bottle for you! Not only does it have a large 27 ounce holding capability, but the bottle is
made from insulated stainless steel! I truthfully can not see how this bottle could possibly break. It is really strong and
extremely long lasting! This bottle would be terrific for outside experiences! I like this bottle for hiking (more like long
walks in the woods for me!). It hooks right onto the backpack for easy access and does not get damaged if the bottle
hits trees when I am strolling. Extremely well made! I am happy with this water bottle!"

Another Hall-of-Fame reviewer D.B said of the item: "I have used quite a variety of Freddie and Sebbie items and to be
honest, I have actually been extremely happy with all of them... They offer quality products at very affordable costs...
Very much a class act. This is a well-made and sturdy bottle and other than tossing it repeatedly against a stone wall or
running it over with the truck, I do not see this thing breaking anytime soon. The water does not get that "container
taste' you so often get in like products. Sometimes the bottle will roll about on the floor of the truck/car and there is
absolutely no leakage."

More thorough product descriptions and insulated water bottle evaluations by North American consumers are available
to view on Freddie and Sebbie's popular Amazon.com store, or website , freddieandsebbie.com.

--------------------

About Freddie and Sebbie™

Freddie and Sebbie Kids Line products are made to the highest standards in quality, safety, value for money and
reliability. We believe in giving the very best to both parent and child, by providing helpful family orientated accessories,
which are exclusively available on our Amazon Storefront.

Freddie and Sebbie™
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